Genitalia self-mutilation commanded by hallucinations: a psychointensive case of Klingsor syndrome
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DESCRIPTION

One of the world’s rarest cases recorded up to date stands a case of hallucination influenced genitalia self-mutilation (GSM). There are just 13 cases recorded on PubMed till date. What and who is Klingsor? It was derived from the name of a character in Parsifal (a German opera) who had engaged in the act of self-castration for gaining entry into the prestige brotherhood of the Knights of the Holy Grail. In one of the first recorded cases in 1990, the author argued that the term ‘Klingsor’ be applied to all cases of GSM to patients of psychotic illness and not just religious conflicts.1 Some literatures call this syndrome as Skoptic syndrome.

Various surveys done by psychologists found psychosis beneath the cases of men carrying out autocastration. One of the most famous cases documented of Thomas Corbett, the man behind the assassination of John Wilkes Booth and Abraham Lincoln is thought to had done so out of madness.

In a recent article, a systematic review of 173 cases of men who engaged in GSM published in the past 115 years revealed that there was some underlying form of psychopathology that elevated or encouraged GSM. It also found out that nearly half of these cases had psychosis, and they were more likely to carry out GSM during the first episode or early stages of psychosis. Besides hallucinations, delusions, need for atonement and suicidal behaviour have been reported among various other causes in such individuals with psychosis.

As per the available literature, three most commonly affected organs involved in the self-mutilation are the skin, eyes and external genitalia.2 Single adult men in the age group 20–29 years, victims or committers of sexual crimes or with homosexual tendencies are also prone to these acts, sometimes even normal non-psychiatric patients.3 Here, we report a case of a man with an undiagnosed psychiatric history who indulged in self-mutilation of his genitalia as a way to expiate his sins after having a vision of God commanding him to do so. Besides being a rare surgical emergency, there is inadequate data on timely and appropriate management to ensure structural, functional and cosmetic integrity.

A 35-year-old unmarried man, an agricultural worker, was brought to the emergency department after deliberate slicing of his external genitalia with a sickle while working in his fields. He was conscious but sluggish in responding to verbal commands immediately. His pulse rate and blood pressure recordings were normal. Local examination of external genitalia revealed that the scrotum was cut in a ‘U’-shaped manner and both testes were missing. The wound was filled with a blood clot (figure 1). The relatives who brought the patient got the missing testis in a separate plastic bag (figure 2).

On repeated questioning, the patient said that he heard a Goddess asking him to ‘cut off’ his penis while working in the fields. So, he sliced his penis and cut out his testicles with a sickle.

After resuscitation and the relevant investigations, he was taken to the operation theatre where the wound underwent debridement. After 3 days, delayed primary suturing was done (figure 3). In view of his abnormal mental status, he was referred to a psychiatrist, confirmed as a case of...
schizophrenia. He was recommended a monthly follow-up to check for the high risk of developing Fournier's gangrene due to the occupation as a farmer and/or mummification due to his laceration. Other consequences that may arise are development of a urinary fistulae or strictures, mummification of the reimplanted penis and sensory dysfunction.

GSM is most commonly seen in patients with schizophrenia who present with altered pain impression and its manifestation might be related to such inflictions. Occasionally it may be seen in a transvestite (cross-dresser); the transvestite, however, usually manages to do the castration medically. A third group because of complex religious or cultural beliefs proceeds with self-castration. It is a heterogeneous form of self-injury that can range from superficial genital lacerations, amputation or castration to a combination of all these.

As recovery is a non-static process and due to the evolving reaction of the patient to the injury, besides doing a timely initial injury and surgical management, psychiatric interventions are necessary to help such patients recover.

**Learning points**

- Victimised patients of sexual abuse or those who indulge in abusive activities are more likely to suffer from Klingsor syndrome with underlying schizophrenia.
- Attempts at reimplantation must be carried out for the least achievement of cosmetic and psychosocial benefits.
- A multifaceted approach involving psychiatric and psychotherapeutic interventions is necessary as an initial management in such patients.
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